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Image: fray tomás gonzález, director of shelter “La 72”, leads a

protest in tenosique, mexico, april 2012. © Prometeo Lucero
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fraY tomÁs gonZÁLeZ, meXico

taKe action now 
suPPOrt human rights defenders in the americas

human rights defenders in the americas play a vital role in exposing and combating human rights violations. many

have paid a high price for their courageous efforts to break cycles of injustice, discrimination and impunity. in the past

few years, hundreds have been persecuted and attacked. despite the lack of effective protection for themselves and

their families and widespread impunity, they continue their struggle –  transforming pain into hope.

fray tomás gonzález runs “La 72” migrants’ shelter in tenosique, mexico. he is founder and president of the

usumacinta human rights centre, both in tabasco state. every year, tens of thousands of irregular migrants travel

through mexico. they risk kidnap, rape and murder at the hands of criminal gangs who often act in collusion with

authorities. human rights defenders like fray tomás put their lives at risk to provide shelter and protection to

migrants. 

support those who defend the rights of migrants by calling on the mexican authorities to recognize and support their

work, ensure full investigation of threats against them, and guarantee effective protection for those working in the

shelters.

Image: migrants walking the 50km from the border with guatemala to

tenosique, tabasco, mexico, march 2012, where they will find the “La 72”

migrants’ shelter. © amnesty international (Photo: ricardo ramírez arriola)
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dear governor,

i am very concerned about the high levels of harassment, risks and

difficulties faced by fray tomás gonzález and the staff of “La 72”

migrants’ shelter in tenosique, tabasco state.

in a context of widespread human rights abuses against irregular

migrants travelling through mexico, migrants’ rights defenders like

fray tomás play a vital role in providing shelter and protection to

migrants. those working in “La 72” continue to face harassment

and intimidation.

i call on you to:

 publicly recognize and support the crucial work of fray tomás and

others in “La 72” 

 take all necessary measures to ensure they can continue working

safely, by providing protection and ending impunity for human rights

abuses.

Yours sincerely,

name:

country:


